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Exit And Emergency Lighting Can Stop Major Accident
By nextelectricalpower on September 6, 2012

Enclosed places in office and buildings must have proper emergency lights facility in order to
dell with any electricity failure. This will help people to see and visibility and may be able to do
your job or you can easily walk in and out of these places. You must install emergency lighting
equipment in those locations to avoid accidents and people getting hurt because of no light.
These lights are installed on walls and are battery operated and some batteries are
chargeable too.

Other ways are lights and security lights that are installed on the stairs of buildings and offices
so that people can evacuate easily with adequate visibility in case if any emergency arises to
evacuate the premises. These lights will help people to see clearly and to avoid having
accidents and falls from stairs while coming down from a building. These lights are installed,
which will guide people to the right way out and they can easily be found outside the
premises. You must have ways of exit on each floor of the facility with equipment suitable exit
lights installed so that people can see where exactly the way output is. These outputs must be
free of obstructions and must be a clear path for people to escape safely. Exit routes must be
guided with exit lights installed. These luminaries must be installed near the exits so people
can see the output signal can then use the form.

You must have often seen that every building and offices is well equipped with exit and
emergency lighting for the safety of the office staff and people living in that building. And
many government has made it compulsory that this rules and regulations is followed by the
people and if not they are even charged for it. You might have often seen in newspaper and
news channel the disaster caused in those building which does not have this facility.
Thousands of people have lost their lives and many of them are admitted in hospitals. For
those people living in that buildings were not able to see the exit way through which they can
go out of the building. That’s why Photoluminescent exit signs are must in every building
keeping in mind the safety of your dear one’s.

Fortunately, the photoluminescent technology (which is not toxic, non-radioactive requires no
electricity or battery for operating efficiency) can be applied in emergency mode systems, and
designs the guide. These products are so good that even their light can be seen even heavy
smoke emergency situations. These output signals must be on at all times because you never
know when an emergency may arise and there are a number of people who live or work
buildings and there are more people in general and so these lights must be in working order
at all times. These lights are very useful in case if a fire in the building and the normal power
supply is suspended, the gases created by the fire is heavy and can cause asphyxiation and
cause impairment in vision. You will find good and experienced electrician in Chatswood
who can handle such lights. 

The author is an experienced writer with rich knowledge in electronics and on electronic
gadgets. Find more information at http://www.nextelectrical.com.au
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